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ABSTRACT

Context: To software architects (SAs), the quality requirements (QRs) to a software system are key to designing the software architecture. However, understanding SAs’ roles in the QRs engineering activities only recently became a topic in empirical requirements engineering research and very little is still known about QRs engineering from SAs’ in large and distributed projects. Goal: This exploratory study aims at explicating how SAs are involved in engineering QRs in a specific distributed development setting, namely in organizations that distribute software development activities to closely located business units, known as near-shore development centres (NDCs), and in a specific geographic zone, namely Eastern Europe. Method: Based on interviews with 16 practitioners working on large projects in NDCs, we explicate the participation and involvement of NDCs’ architects in QRs tasks. Results: We found that SAs from NDCs (i) are actively involved in QRs documentation and validation, (ii) are relatively passive participants in QRs elicitation and prioritization, and (iii) are not at all involved in QRs negotiation. Perhaps, our most surprising finding is that NDCs may often have economic incentives to misalign with onshore QRs practices. Conclusions: We explicated QRs practices, compared them to previously published ones, and found implications for both researchers and practitioners. Though, our results are preliminary, as they are from an exploratory study.

Categories and Subject Descriptors  
D.2.1 [Requirements/Specifications]: Elicitation methods, Methodologies, Tools.

General Terms  
Documentation, Design, Experimentation, Human Factors
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1. INTRODUCTION

Global software development centres and near-shoring have emerged as important research contexts of empirical studies on software business and on software systems delivery [1], but also in the field of requirements engineering (RE). However, empirical research on distributed RE primarily focused on risk identification and risk management [2] and on the application of a broad range of coordination and communication theories to the study of collaboration [3]. Little research so far has been done on specific collaborative RE processes concerning a particular type of requirements, e.g. Quality Requirements (QRs), or a particular RE sub-area, e.g. elicitation, prioritization [3]. QRs are non-functional requirements [28,29], as performance, reliability and usability requirements. E.g. performance requirements describe about the system, which comprise software elements, relations among them, and properties of both”. Software architects (SA) should feel responsible for QR because they influence architectural decisions: “Often, the impact on quality attributes and trade-offs among competing quality attributes are the basis for design decisions” [29]. As stated in [6], QRs help SAs order their work in both focus and timing of their decisions. The involvement of SAs into engineering QRs, therefore, has recently become a topic of research in empirical RE (e.g.[6,7,8,9,10]). However, because of the recent date of these publications and their limited number, our understanding of the ways in which engineering of QRs varies based on project type, organizational culture, and business model conditions is far from complete [10]. In most of the studies on engineering QRs from SAs’s perspective, the assumed context was in-house development while very few studies focused on other systems delivery contexts, e.g. contract-driven and distributed [12]. Responding to calls of other RE researchers [3,9] for more research on QRs processes in specific contexts, in this paper we set out to investigate the perspectives of SAs on QRs in one particular setting, namely
large distributed projects that involve near-shore development centres (NDRs) in Eastern Europe, e.g. in Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary [11]. The term ‘nearshoring’ means sourcing service work to a foreign country that is relatively close in distance or time zone (or both) [1]. The term ‘large’ means that a distributed project has a large set of requirements (at least 1000 [31]) with many interdependencies, and is staffed with professionals at least two locations, hence implying more coordination efforts and exposure to risk, because new problems may surface due to the volume of the requirements and the distributedness of the team (and those are easier to handle in small co-located teams). To the best of our knowledge, no research has been focused specifically on understanding how QRs engineering happens in large distributed projects, from the perspective of SAs in near-shore settings.

To this end, we carried out an interview study set out to answer the following research question: What’s the involvement of SAs in engineering QRs for large systems delivered by project organizations in near-shore development centres?

We report on this exploratory interview-based study with 16 practitioners working both (i) in East-European NDCs of global companies, and (ii) on large software system development projects. The key results of the paper indicate the roles the SAs (in the NDCs) play in engineering QRs, the type of requirements communication processes these SAs are involved in, and the way QRs are discovered, documented, quantified, validated and negotiated. We note that in this study we take the perspective of those SAs that work in the near-shore centers and not the perspective of onshore architects. The results are compared with findings from prior research by other authors and from our own [6,7,8,9,10,26]. We also draw some implications for research and practice.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 lists related work. Section 3 presents the research plan and its execution. Section 4 presents our results. Section 5 discusses and compares our findings with those in previously published studies. Section 6 evaluates validity threats. Section 7 discusses implications of this research for practitioners and researchers and Section 8 concludes.

2. RELATED WORK

Two streams of related empirical work are relevant to this paper: studies on the software architecture perspective on engineering QRs and on distributed RE. In RE, a 2010 systematic review [13] synthesized evidence from empirical studies on QRs and identified important gaps in our knowledge about how QRs engineering happens in complex environments and how perspectives on this differ (e.g. the authors found no published study on QRs prioritization, and only one study on cost estimation for QRs). No study among those included in this review treated the software architecture perspective on QRs, nor treated QRs in distributed context. Since 2010, progress has been made in the RE community and six studies [6,7,8,9,10,26] focused on the ways in which SAs perceive QRs. The findings of these studies agree that the perspectives of RE specialists and SAs differ regarding the interpretation of the role of QRs in downstream software development activities and the framing and analytical processes important to resolving QRs problems and finding optimal solutions to them. We summarize these studies’ findings below.

The survey of Poort et al. [7] with one company’s SAs uncovered the relationship between IT project success and the ways in which SAs were dealing with QRs, the importance of QRs as perceived by SAs, and the approaches they used to deal with QRs. This survey found that projects where modifiability is perceived to be of low business criticality “lead to consistently high customer satisfaction” [9]. Also, projects that used QRs verification techniques were more successful than those that did not. In [6], the authors explain the effect of contractual client-vendor relationship on the interaction of software architecture and quantification of QRs. The authors put forward that if information-sharing between parties is limited, this would significantly impede the quantification of QRs. In [26], the authors surveyed the reasoning processes that SAs used while “architecting”. The study derived some best practices for architecture decision reasoning aimed at guiding less experienced SAs in three key software architecture activities, namely architecture analysis, synthesis and evaluation. These practices served as the ground for developing a documentation framework for architecture decisions that supports cost-effectively SAs in their projects. QRs were deemed instrumental to it. Next, two other empirical studies [8,9] with SAs in small and medium size projects investigated how SAs dealt with QRs. In these project contexts, the findings revealed the state of the art practices regarding QRs elicitation, modelling, and tool support. The study indicated important gaps between the QRs themes currently researched in the RE community and the state-of-the-art industry needs, which motivated the authors’ call for more empirical research on QRs from SAs’ perspective. Last, a 2013 study [10] explicated the process of engineering QRs from SAs’s perspective in large contract-based systems delivery projects. The study found that making SAs an integral part of the QRs processes has been commonplace in contract-based context. The relationship between RE staff/clients and SAs was actively managed whereby the contract meant that SAs embraced responsibilities over QRs. SAs had a well-understood and communicated role to play in QRs engineering and were involved in the discovery, documentation, prioritization, negotiation, quantification, and validation of QRs.

In the area of distributed RE, we consulted four systematic literature reviews on topics related to ours [2,14,15,16]. These were on knowledge sharing platforms in RE [14], on artefact awareness mechanisms [15], on problems and solutions in distributed RE [2], and on distance between RE and downstream activities [16]. We also added the 2014 structured literature survey of Schmid [3], to be sure we cover the most recent publications. The first [14] of these reviews found little empirical data on using knowledge sharing platform in distributed RE. It identified 9 studies on such platforms, only two of which on offshore context (authored by the same researchers). These two studies are on knowledge platform evolution and do not deal in any way with QRs. The second review [15] reports on acquisition and presentation techniques of contextual information when software artefacts are produced in distributed projects. It identified 11 empirical studies focused on documentation as the project artefact for which the process of creating and maintaining awareness among development roles in a project have been investigated in distributed context. Three out of these 11 studies are on RE documentation, however they focus on requirements traceability management and do not go deep into QRs, in particular. The third review [16] indicates that distances to later stages increase the effort needed to align requirements with other development work. The author identified 17 empirical RE studies,
6 out of which are on distributed settings. They deal with tool support, social and technical distances but no study addressed a particular problem or solution in relation to QRs. Last, Schmid [3] reports that empirical studies on distributed RE are inconclusive regarding the added value of specific RE practices, e.g. he found no evidence regarding what requirements elicitation practices add value in what kind of distributed settings. The author explicitly states that the situation in which elicitation problems happen due to the distributed nature of the development, and not because of distributed customer sites, has remained by and large unaddressed. He calls for more primary studies at a more detailed level, so that we can further “in a reliable way the existing state of the art in global RE” (p. 98).

As we found the distributed context to be an under-researched area in both QRs and in distributed RE literature, we felt motivated to initiate research and explore deeper how QRs engineering happens from the perspective of those involved in the field. Findings from such exploration are necessary for advancing the understanding of what RE practices work well in what context.

3. RESEARCH PLAN AND EXECUTION

This study is part of a major initiative to understand how SAs cope with QRs in large and complex projects. The overall objective of our research initiative is to compare and contrast various approaches to dealing with QRs based on specific contextual settings of large projects, e.g. agile, distributed, contract-based system delivery, etc. In the present study, we focus specifically on large projects that take place in a specific kind of organizations and in specific geographic region, which until now evaded empirical RE researchers’ attention. More in detail, we consider global companies or major European companies that organize their software development processes by using NDCs located in Easter European countries (e.g. Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary) [11]. Those large companies have evaluated that working with developers in far-off time zones (e.g. China) and in Asian culture might be more challenging than leveraging ‘near-shore’ opportunities that exist in those countries that only recently became European Union member states. Examples of such companies are Intel, IBM, and the German Telecom [11].

The research objective of the present study is to understand how QRs engineering happens in such a context. Specifically, we aim at answering the following research questions (which also served as an interview guide): (RQ1) How do SAs understand their role with respect to QRs engineering in near-shore settings? (RQ2) Do SAs and RE staff use different terminology for QRs in near-shore settings? (RQ3) How do QRs get elicited in near-shore settings? (RQ4) How do QRs get documented in near-shore settings? (RQ5) How do QRs get prioritized in near-shore settings? (RQ6) How do QRs get quantified in these settings, if at all? (RQ7) How do QRs get validated in near-shore settings? (RQ8) How do QRs get negotiated in near-shore settings? (RQ9) What role does the onshore-near-shore relationship play in the way SAs cope with QRs?

Our research plan was to conduct an exploratory multiple-case study that applies Yin’s guidelines [17] and uses structured open-end in-depth interviews with practitioners. We interviewed 16 practitioners (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Study participants and organizations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our research plan included four steps: (1) Compose an interview guide using the guidelines in [18]; (2) Do a pilot interview to check the applicability of the guide to real-life context; (3) Do interviews with practitioners according to the finalized interview script; (4) Sample and follow-up with those participants that possess deeper knowledge or a specific perspective. Each interview lasted 50 to 60 minutes. Each interviewee was provided beforehand with information on the research purpose and the research process.

Choosing the Participants: The 16 SAs came from 10 companies in Bulgaria (4 companies, 9 interviewees), Romania (1 company, 1 interviewee), Poland (3 companies, 4 interviewees), Estonia (2 companies, 2 interviewees). The application domains where the SAs were active included: financial investment, health-care, wireless telecom services, online gaming, converged cloud, and enterprise information systems. The interviews took place between July 15 and Aug 15, 2012. The face-to-face interviews with 7 Bulgarian SAs took place during the first author’s visit in Bulgaria, while the other interviews happened over the phone. At the time of the interviews, these SAs were engaged in large [31] projects whose project development teams were formed by near-shore SDC staff and onshore staff located in Western Europe (Germany, Finland, France and Austria). The practitioners were selected because they (i) had professional backgrounds pertaining to our research questions, (ii) were located in the near-shore organizations of their companies, and (iii) had the potential to offer information-rich experiences as they were employed for at least 2 years in their local NDCs. Also, they were genuinely interested in exploring similar questions from their companies’ perspectives. All 16 SAs had the following backgrounds: (1) They all worked in large projects that were running in at least two different development locations, and had clients in more than six countries. (2) All SAs had at least four years of experience in large systems and at least two years in their local NDCs.
As indicated, the SAs worked on distributed projects which meant that certain parts of the project work (e.g. RE, project estimation) were done in the onshore organization and others (e.g. coding, testing) in the NDCs. While some project roles were clearly assigned to either the NDCs or the onshore organization, other roles were duplicated. Table 2 presents how the projects were organized, which functions were onshore and near-shore and which ones were duplicated. For clarity on what duplication means, we note that a typical breakdown includes a number of near-shored work activities that in some projects have duplicated onshore functions. This means, for the same activity, there are two professionals – one in the near-shore organization and one in the onshore organization, assigned to work in the same role and on the same activity in a project. E.g. Table 2 indicates that in the experience of our participants, a project typically had two professionals on board responsible for project management. Also, two SAs worked on projects where the architecture design function was duplicated (see cell in the last row and the rightmost column), which meant one SA was involved from the NDC staff and one from the onshore IT organization.

We planned the interviews to be ‘structured’ [18] with regard to the questions being asked during the session. This means, the interviewer (the first author) was the one to control what topics would be discussed and in which order. We note that interview-based exploratory case studies usually are intended to promote self-disclosure and that is what we were after in this work. As in [17], interview studies are not used to provide statistically generalizable results applicable to all people similar to the practitioners in a specific study. The intention of the exploratory case study is not to infer, but to understand. It is not to generalize, but to determine a possible range of views. Therefore, in this study we adopt, based on the recommendations in [17], the criterion of transferability as a useful measure of validity. Transferability asks for whether the results are presented in a way that allows other researchers and practitioners to evaluate if the findings apply to their contexts.

Table 2. Distribution of Work Activities in the projects in which the interviewees worked

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typically duplicated (14 out of 16 projects)</th>
<th>Onshore Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Project Management</td>
<td>- Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Cost estimation</td>
<td>- Cost estimation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- High-level QRs</td>
<td>- High-level QRs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical breakdown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Architecture Design</td>
<td>- Portfolio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- QRs Operationalization</td>
<td>- Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Coding</td>
<td>- Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Debugging</td>
<td>- requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Stress Testing</td>
<td>- User acceptance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Integration Testing</td>
<td>- testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Second line support</td>
<td>- First line support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intentionally duplicated on two case study projects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Architecture Design</td>
<td>- Integration Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Integration Testing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Analysis Strategy: Our data analysis was guided by the method for thematic analysis of qualitative data [19] and the constant comparison and coding techniques in Constructive Grounded Theory approach [20].

In essence, this was a process of making analytic sense of the interview data. Constant comparison means that the data from an interview is constantly compared to the data already collected from previously held interviews. After reading each interview transcript, a coding word is attached to a passage of the text – a phrase or a paragraph. The ‘code’ could be a concept (e.g. ‘risk to get out of business’), or an activity (e.g. ‘escalating’, ‘documenting’). Then, in a second step, the codes and the passages coded in that interview were compared to the codes from the previous interviews. We clustered all pieces of text that relate to the same code in order to analyze it in a consistent and systematic way. The results of the data analysis are in Section 4 and the discussion on them and their comparison to previously published findings – in Section 5.

4. RESULTS

Our findings are presented as related to each research question. We supplement the observations with interviewees’ quotations. (Below, P1...P16 stands for the ID of the respective participant from Table 1).

4.1 How do software architects understand their role in near-shore settings?

All SAs thought of their role as ‘a senior developer with big picture responsibility’. This was because they had strong technical backgrounds and spent between 30% and 50% of their work time on programming. When asked about their official job titles, ten of the practitioners had a ‘Software Architect’ title, while the others had titles as ‘Architecture Design Lead’, ‘Analyst/Architect’, ‘Senior Programmer/Architect’, ‘Tech Lead/Architect’. It’s interesting to say that no SA thought of software architecture as a job on which one can be employed 100%.

To get prepared for the work as SAs in their projects, all interviewees have gone through a training program with duration of at least 2 months. Training was organized and delivered by the onshore organization. Its goal was to get near-shore SAs understand processes, standards, principles that were used onshore. The training included (i) principles of architecture design as practiced in the onshore company, (ii) knowledge of the development platform and (iii) knowledge of the application itself (incl. architecture). QRs were explicitly treated as part of (iii), as the SAs were educated on product documentation which they referred to as to “Product Feature Catalogue”, “Product Feature Handbook”, “Product Quality Handbook”, or “Product Quality Manual and Related Features”. We note that in a product, a QR is usually implemented in the form of one or more features. Eleven out of the 16 SAs acknowledged that the training was the first occasion for them to develop awareness of the importance of some product-specific QRs (e.g. playability in a game design project). Also the SAs got a chance to network with onshore colleagues and learn from their QRs practices.

How did a SA get assigned to her project? Most of them were put on the projects after completion of the training program and after they have convincingly demonstrated they were knowledgeable enough to suggest options and make decisions in consultation with near-shore or onshore project managers. Our interviewees (the near-shore SAs) indicated that technology platform and
product feature knowledge was considered of higher importance to their work than domain knowledge. Many of them attributed their limited knowledge of the domain to the fact that they had no chance to meet the users of the product to be delivered in the client organizations. This was something that the onshore team members (RE-staff and onshore architects) were involved with:

“We certainly miss the contact with the client. I know no person buys a computer just for the sake of having it, you buy it to use it for something, and non-functionalities will be as important to your usage, just as functionality is. But I have no way to guess what’s the life of a user using our system… And this is a misfortune”. (P6).

Some participants expressed a concern that the lack of domain knowledge hampered them in reasoning about QRs, and no matter what they tried to do to catch up it never worked. For example, a SA working on a mortgage management application project put it this way: “I’m someone who studied all my life. I earned a PhD in statistics and another in Computer Science, and I know three languages, so it’s not a matter not being able to express myself in English, or in German, or in French, however, I have a really hard time understanding mortgage securitization and all the rules that go with it. We have no such industry in our country, our people’s life is much simpler, and that’s why it’s extremely hard to relate to what the onshore friends are talking about. We meet no business users, we even do not know what three out of these 10 SAs gave specific examples when terminological misunderstandings caused rework, delay, firing a staff member and thus putting the project on hold until a new hire starts. The other 6 SAs knew the RE specialists in their projects and developed gradually the habit to ask for glossary of terms at critical project milestones. Also, they escalated via their project managers to the onshore party.

4.3 How do QRs get elicited in near-shore settings?

We found that no SA was directly involved in QRs elicitation in contact with the client. This was kept strictly with the onshore staff. They however were aware of the iterative nature of the QRs elicitation. Eight out of our 16 participants, were regularly invited to participate in QRs reviews that took place after the initial QRs elicitation conversation happened. These SAs used the Product Feature Handbook as a starting point to understand which QRs could not be mapped against what is known about the product and would call for further elaboration. These SAs then submitted lists of QRs for the onshore RE staff to address in the next QRs elicitation session with the client. This process took different flavours in the different case study projects, e.g. in one case, the project manager mediated the next elicitation gathering session, in another – an onshore SAs was the mediator.

Four SAs indicated that in their project organization there was an institutionalized role of ‘Requirements Ambassador’ which included a professional responsible for (1) consolidating inputs of RE specialists that are experts in particular sub-domains of the application domain, and (2) communicating to NDCs and clarifying every aspect of the requirements document or any deliverable that comes out of the elicitation. This role had different names in the different projects ‘The Req Spokeperson’, ‘The Messenger’, ‘The Documentation Prime’, but the job duties were very similar and it was the key resource to SAs to participate in the elicitation process as much as their circumstances allowed.

“I’ve got to ask this guy some days 2-3 times, other days 10-15 times on quality aspects that I could not make much sense of… He knew when I was coming, I had an issue, and over time he learnt what are the kind of questions we are likely to have and tried to address them early on, even before leaving the onshore team to come and spend time with us” (P9).

4.4 How do QRs get documented in near-shore settings?

All SAs that were interviewed used various standards from the ISO family as the foundation to document QRs. They had templates in various formats approved by their managers for use in their NDCs. These templates were developed at the NDCs themselves without the involvement of the onshore organizations. The motivation for them was the need to have a consistent way of documenting QRs across past and running projects. The onshore organizations were not involved in this. Neither did the onshore organization suggest the NDC use the onshore-developed templates, because these templates assumed certain work practices that were not present in the near-shore organization (for
In the perceptions of those SAs (6 out of 16) who worked in NDCs financially-dependent on the onshore organizations, the premises of the business model were conductive to a work culture where they performed their duties ‘as told’. Their definition of risk meant as Participant P6 put it: “Risk is the chance that the onshore guys dislike so much what our NDC is doing, that they close it down altogether.” These SAs thought that they internally prioritize QRs based on what their perceived risk is, regarding losing business (or getting out of business altogether) if they do not implement a QR as originally specified by the onshore organization: “They [the onshore organization] are dependent on us in delivering their promises to their clients. And we are proud of what we do. We are the hands that they use to deliver, and we receive a good reward package for what we do, so why break the collaboration...and why break it just because of debates that presumably will not matter two-three years from now... We can not afford to be negligent about our relationship to the onshore colleagues and loose business because of negligence. I mind my actions and estimate what the impact would be if I leave a QR undone or not done as they wanted it?” (P10). In contrast to this, the ten SAs who worked in NDCs that were profit-and-loss responsible business units, defined risk in terms of project risk (e.g. as in [27]).

Last, we found that all interviewees took a technical perspective on QRs prioritization: they called a priority, what in fact was a dependency between development tasks related to QRs implementation. E.g., if some QRs needed to be implemented and tested prior to others, these were scheduled first in the agendas of both the developers and the testers. Intra-task dependencies were a serious consideration if a QR was found to act on multiple modules developed by different teams, e.g. three SAs pointed out that poor prioritization (aka scheduling of technical tasks) led to delays in user acceptance testing.

### 4.5 How do QRs get prioritized in near-shore settings?

All SAs agreed that they make QRs trade-offs as part of their daily job on projects. The prioritization criteria for making the QRs trade-offs were business value, risk, and dependencies between QR-implementation tasks. Business value and risk are evaluated in qualitative terms; whenever possible, the SAs attempted to evaluate QRs quantitatively, e.g. how much it would cost to implement a specific QR. Business value was judged based on what importance the onshore team places on a QR. If nearshore project managers suggest that a product’s client values a QR and therefore it’s mandatory, 15 out of 16 SAs indicated that they usually do not question the importance. They first attempt to “do it as told”, as in the NDC business model there are financial incentives for doing so. Only if ‘doing as told’ jeopardizes the project, they would approach their project manager who would contact the onshore project manager by means of a formal escalation letter: “We are trusted that we would deliver what they ask us, that’s why we were hired for in the first place. It’s a no-brainer... If they say it’s important, then it’s important and this means end of discussion. Of course if I see QRs that do not go well together, I will let them know and then they will revise their wish list... But basically we are supposed to listen to them and get it done, I mean get the QRs implemented in the resulting product, and not delegating back to them and negotiating. In fact, my tenure here is 8 years and I know of no case when they asked impossible QRs” (P12).

In the perceptions of those SAs (6 out of 16) who worked in NDCs financially-dependent on the onshore organizations, the premises of the business model were conductive to a work culture where they performed their duties ‘as told’. Their definition of risk meant as Participant P6 put it: “Risk is the chance that the onshore guys dislike so much what our NDC is doing, that they close it down altogether.” These SAs thought that they internally prioritize QRs based on what their perceived risk is, regarding losing business (or getting out of business altogether) if they do not implement a QR as originally specified by the onshore organization: “They [the onshore organization] are dependent on us in delivering their promises to their clients. And we are proud of what we do. We are the hands that they use to deliver, and we receive a good reward package for what we do, so why break the collaboration...and why break it just because of debates that presumably will not matter two-three years from now... We can not afford to be negligent about our relationship to the onshore colleagues and loose business because of negligence. I mind my actions and estimate what the impact would be if I leave a QR undone or not done as they wanted it?” (P10). In contrast to this, the ten SAs who worked in NDCs that were profit-and-loss responsible business units, defined risk in terms of project risk (e.g. as in [27]).

Last, we found that all interviewees took a technical perspective on QRs prioritization: they called a priority, what in fact was a dependency between development tasks related to QRs implementation. E.g., if some QRs needed to be implemented and tested prior to others, these were scheduled first in the agendas of both the developers and the testers. Intra-task dependencies were a serious consideration if a QR was found to act on multiple modules developed by different teams, e.g. three SAs pointed out that poor prioritization (aka scheduling of technical tasks) led to delays in user acceptance testing.

### 4.6 How do QRs get quantified, if at all?

All SAs agreed that expressing QRs quantitatively is a preferable choice. However, they distinguished between two kinds of quantification: for the purpose of demonstrating that the system meets a QRs, and for resource estimation purposes. Quantitative definitions of QRs were provided by the onshore specialists (RE-staff and onshore SAs). In most cases, the near-shore SAs just accepted these definitions and worked with the near-shore project managers to help estimate the effort that it would take to implement them. While no NDC had an official software measurement program in place, the NDC project managers who the SAs worked with had practices for collection and analysis of measurement data. They used a variety of measurement models. This included both product and project metrics. The purpose of QRs quantification was, however, common across all sited where the SAs worked, namely effort estimation. All SAs served as input providers to estimation and participated in reviews of effort estimates pertaining to implementing the QRs in their projects. QRs were quantified in terms that were ‘visible’ to the onshore management, e.g. number of features that are deemed to implement a QR and must be present in the software system, actual and estimated hours to implement each feature. In other cases, the tasks that the near-shore project manager deemed necessary for implementing QRs were subjected to qualitative estimation in terms of effort, e.g. low effort, medium, high and extremely high effort, which they forwarded to the onshore organization and this input was used for budget adjustment. “I think this exercise is a necessary part of our NDC’s functioning,
4.7 How do QRs get validated in near-shore settings?

All SAs were actively involved - by teleconferencing, in formal reviews of the features that would implement a project’s QRs. Those six SAs who worked according to the ‘do it as told’ principle, thought that the onshore contacts (architects, project managers and RE staff) are responsible for validation of QRs. In contrast, the ten SAs who worked and profit-and-loss-responsible NDCs considered themselves responsible of the QRs validation activities. While the first group of SAs thought of the onshore contacts as the QRs owners, these other SAs thought they own what they deliver, features and QRs inclusive: “If you got to code it, you got to know what you are getting yourself into… and features are important, but these non-functional reqs, I’d say are 100 times more important than features. So, you’d better get them validated, and signed off… Yes, we ask them to do a sign-off... It’s much easier to fix a broken feature, but it’s a nightmare to fix a non-functional requirement working on many features, and these are critical features... You have no clue where’s the bottleneck and you problem-solve heuristically… which is a slow and unproductive process” (P1).

4.8 How do QRs get negotiated in near-shore settings?

No interviewee seemed to understand the question as negotiation was not a practice in their software delivery models. Nor had they ever heard the term. They thought this was because of their highly technical backgrounds (most SAs were not sure what the day-to-day job of a RE-specialist was like, but they insisted that it’s the RE-staff who should know about negotiation). Ten SAs thought of negotiation as part of QRs validation: “I provide information for them to make better decisions, and they use my input to what you may call negotiation with other onshore stakeholders. I think my part is an informant, and that’s what they thank me for.” (P2).

Three other SAs indicated that there were incentives at play in their organizations that favour the situation that they remain silent and let the onshore team discover that existing architecture has no way to meet critical QRs, e.g. in projects where an aged system was brought to them to revamp and maintain it. “You do not want to be the bad messenger; you’ve got to do the work and get what they give you, and let them figure it out for themselves. I will tell them if they ask me, but I would not take the liberty to write to someone onshore, because I know I’m not supposed to do so. Let them make their own decisions... we are only doers here”. (P11)

4.9 What role does the onshore/near-shore relationship play in the SAs coping with QRs?

Were the SAs thinking that their handle of QRs was attributable to the fact that they were on the near-shore side in a global company? All 16 SAs perceived this was the case. They thought of the business model behind a NDC in a country as the most important aspect that “silently infused” their behaviour. In the words of participants P1, P4 and P12, respectively: “You get paid to get the job done. Their job done. You feel it in the air”. (P1) “If you’re your next pay cheque does not depend on their mercy (I’m kidding), then you can act differently. For example, I think I will play an active role in QRs gathering. I’d love to meet the clients, and if my organization would be able to pay for my visit to the clients’ sites and learn how the clients use what we are coding, then of course I will have a different outlook to life at our NDC...” (P4). “I have trouble understanding the mortgage securitization stuff. If I were in their country, I would learn it and use this knowledge more effectively in my work. I’m now guessing mostly and this would ‘nt happen if I had their full knowledge of the domain.” (P12).

All SAs agreed that the relationship played an important role. All also agreed that some activities were more affected than others. These SAs thought that the professional behaviour was a result more of dominant business culture at the near-shore workplace (e.g. clique-building) and strong tendency to corrupted mentality (e.g. deliberately assigning convenient people to positions regardless the relevance of their background and fit to the job), than the business model itself. “In such a workplace, by default, you are not supposed to negotiate QRs, or even raise your voice if you see a requirement is not OK. You have a very strong case to initiate any escalation to your manager.” (P16).

Our interviewees mentioned that onshore RE-staff acquires domain knowledge not only as a result of training but multi-year interaction with users. Although the near-shore SAs had education from their countries most prestigious universities, their background was technical and they felt a need to complement it with knowledge of the domain. While they felt well about making technical decisions without knowing the domain, they mentioned cases when their work was impeded as a result of missing domain knowledge. In two occasions this resulted in major system redesign, in another – in a complete abandoning of the developed component and in fully re-coding it from scratch.

5. DISCUSSION

This section compares and contrasts our finding to previously published ones. It is organized by the themes in our RQs.

SAs’ understanding of their role. All SAs thought of their role in technical terms, e.g. ‘a senior developer with big picture responsibility’. Unlike in [10], where architects reason about themselves as communicators across multiple stakeholders including clients and users, our interviewees understood themselves as ‘doers’ or ‘technical heroes’ who make their best to achieve the result wanted by the onshore team. We found a prevailing ‘do as told’ work attitude. This was especially important to those SAs who worked in NDCs where the onshore organization fully controlled the financial resources. This finding agrees with empirical results by Levina et al. [22] who researched offshore collaborations with India and Russia.

Furthermore, our results suggest that NDCs are tasked with complex projects that are hard to codify. However, instead of
Do SA’s use different terminology for QRs? Our results suggest this is a serious issue. This finding agrees with [9] where SAs collectively indicated a broad terminological gap between SAs and RE-staff. We assume that this agreement may well be due to the fact that the interviewees in both studies had strong technical background and had no full-time jobs as SAs per se, but performed other functions, e.g. programmers. Also, in our study, the gap in terminology is traceable back to the fact that the business domain knowledge was the aspect in which in NDCs and onshore IT organizations differed most.

**QRs Elicitation.** Our study revealed SAs only passively participated in elicitation. This contrasts [10,26] that found SAs were actively involved. Our SA’s participation was mediated by the Requirements Ambassador role designed especially for this purpose. It is a resource to the NDC’s SAs to escalate, clarify and resolve any issue pertaining to QRs.

**QRs Documentation.** We found that templates plus natural language were used most in NDCs. However, the onshore company’s templates were perceived as only marginally useful, as SAs did not have to deal with much of the information included. Simplified templates were created at the initiative of some SAs and based on ISO standards. While this agrees with [10], it contrasts [9] where the SAs could not agree on one specific systematic way to document QRs and natural language was the only common practice used. Why this difference occurs? We assume that it’s because of the fact that the NDCs needed (1) to demonstrate compliance to what the onshore organization expected them to do and (2) to make it transparent for the onshore organization to track what the NDCs did and how. We think it’s realistic to expect that in such contexts, development progress is understood in narrow and strictly project management and technical terms, namely as task dependencies and, in turn, as ‘work scheduling’. The SAs’ thinking of priorities could be traced back to the dominating mentality in NDCs to get the job done ‘as told’. We also found that negotiation was by and large an unknown concept. This contrasts previously published observations [10] that SAs actively stepped in to negotiate QRs.

**QRs Prioritization and Negotiation.** A key finding is that prioritization of QRs is understood in narrow and strictly project management and technical terms, namely as task dependencies and, in turn, as ‘work scheduling’. The SAs’ thinking of priorities could be traced back to the dominating mentality in NDCs to get the job done ‘as told’. We also found that negotiation was by and large an unknown concept. This contrasts previously published observations [10] that SAs actively stepped in to negotiate QRs.

**QRs Validation.** We found that the attitudes and the level of participation of SAs in validation differed based on whether or not they had any control over the outcomes of the requirements validation process. The SAs who were paired with a SA in the onshore organization were the most actively involved in validation. Also those SAs who worked for profit-and-loss units deemed their participation ‘active’. This makes us think that the SAs’ motivation and interest in validation grows with the increasing level of control over their work. We consider this a working hypothesis worthwhile investigating in future studies.

**Role of the onshore/near-shore relationship the way SAs cope with QRs.** Our study supports the notion that the onshore/near-shore relationship orchestrates the work processes of SAs while coping with QRs. We found that there were at least three dimensions based on which the SAs reasoned about how they executed their QRs tasks: (1) the business model underlying the collaboration between NDCs and headquarters; (2) the presence or absence of a mediator (e.g. a paired SA or a Requirements Ambassador) from the onshore organization, and (3) culture and mentality in a particular location. We however could not claim these three dimensions are orthogonal. Instead, we think they overlap. However, we think that only through follow-up studies on this topic we could collect more evidence that clarifies the exact relationships between the dimensions.

We noticed that the level of social engagement of the SAs in the QRs tasks varied widely. This being said, we found that one could distinguish between levels of individual SA’s engagement. Drawing on Barki’s and Hartwick’s [23] user involvement framework, we distinguished two levels: (1) participation in an activity, which is evaluated by the extent to which an individual performs a specific QRs-related task, and (2) involvement in an activity, which requires a mental state of identification with some goal or artefact, to an extent that it is perceived as both important and personally relevant. Table 3 presents the QRs activities and whether the evidence hints to participation or to involvement. We make the note that QRs negotiation tasks are not included in Table 3, as no SAs signalled awareness of what these tasks are. Also, we note that regarding QRs prioritization, the SAs are both ‘participating’ and ‘involved’: they participate in defining dependencies among development tasks needed to fulfil the QRs, however they are involved when it comes to identify, and make decisions of trade-offs among QRs. The mapping in Table 3 has some implications for research and practice. Existing research [6,7,8,9,10,26] casts the impression about SAs are active agents in RE. Our study shows that such a claim (that SAs are active) assumes the presence of some contextual factors. What these factors could be become known only by further research. Our findings give a first indication only that the extent to which the underlying business model, the local culture and the relationship
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to the onshore organization influence the participation and involvement of SAs in near-shore development projects. We however think that there might be more factors to be discovered (and also these three could be refined) to get a more complete understanding of why SAs in NDC do what they do in engineering QRs, and in turn, how to leverage existing RE tools to better support what they do.

The high level of involvement in documentation, QRs trade-offs, and QRs validation tasks indicates that the work of SAs in engineering QRs in NDCs, is mostly centred around those parts of the RE process that in essence make sure that what the SAs have to deliver and commit to is well documented and well understood. We think this is because documentation and validation are of paramount importance for the downstream development activities for which the local project managers and software development teams are directly responsible. One could consider this as a way of the NDC’s SAs to manage project risk. As a 2012 empirical study on the relationship between user risk and requirements risk on process performance in IT project [24] concludes: “managers should do their best to insure that core requirements are carefully identified at the outset of the project” (p.15). If the NDC has the incentive to bring out the best possible work (because this is crucial to the organization’s financial health), then it would not be surprising that well-understood QRs are key for them to deliver on this promise. We, however, observed that the documentation approaches were created and used at the initiative of the local NDCs. This means, the onshore organization might have been unaware of their extensive documentation needs or might have found it overly expensive to adapt and introduce their documentation process in a particular location in a particular country. We consider this point to be interesting for future research, so that we learn more about the possible alignment scenarios between QRs documentation processes and those at the level of NDC.

6. VALIDITY THREATS

Our evaluation of the possible threats to validity of the observations and conclusions in this study used the checklist in [25]. As we executed exploratory qualitative research, the key question to address when evaluating the validity of its results, is [25]: to what extent can the practitioners’ experiences in coping with QRs be considered representative for a broader range of projects, companies, application domains? Of course, we can not claim that our case study projects would be representative for all the possible ways in which QRs engineering happened in NDCs. Following [5], we think that it could be possible to observe similar experiences in projects and companies which have contexts similar to those in our study, e.g. where (i) NDCs share the same business model, i.e. the near-shore organization is fully dependent on the onshore one in financial terms, (ii) the NDCs are in the same Eastern European countries and share the same organizational culture, and (iii) the SAs have absolutely no exposure to clients and take a technical view on what they do. As suggested in [5], “if the forces within an organization that drove observed behaviour are likely to exist in other organizations, it is likely that those other organizations, too, will exhibit similar behaviour” (p.12).

We also accounted for the inherent weaknesses of interview techniques [18]. A threat is the extent to which the SAs answered our question truthfully. We took two steps to minimize this threat by (i) recruiting volunteers under the assumption that if a practitioner would not be able to be honest, he/she could decline his/her participation at any stage of the research and (ii) that we ensured no identity-revealing data will be used in the study. Next, a well-known threat in interview studies is that an interviewee has not understood a question. However, we think that in our study, this threat was significant because: (i) in 9 cases, the researcher has been known the SAs for more than 20 years and they felt at ease to ask for clarifications. Also, the researcher talked to these 9 SAs by using their native language, and the SAs shared more than they would have done if they would have talked to a stranger in English; (ii) in the other cases, the interviewer asked about the same topic in a number of different ways. An example of this was the question about requirements negotiation, which required more explanation from the researcher as it was clear early in the conversation that the SAs were unaware of the meaning of this term. Next, we accounted for the possibility that the first author might have instilled her bias in the data collection process. We followed Yin’s recommendations [17] in this respect, by establishing a chain of findings: (i) we included participants with diverse backgrounds (i.e. industry sector, type of system being delivered), and this allowed the same phenomenon to be evaluated from diverse perspectives (data triangulation [18]); and (ii) we had the draft study report reviewed by the SAs.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We found that engineering of QRs in near-shore settings is a recurring process where the quality of the output at the NDC is contingent on the quality of the input provided by the onshore organization. Measurable QRs for which resources, time in the schedule and budget are allocated have to be monitored and updated on regular basis as more information gets available in the project. The synchronization between the most recent available information in a project and the values set for QRs plays a fundamental role for the successful delivery of these requirements in distributed projects. QRs expressed in terms of values to achieve are of highest benefit for the project team in the very first project stages, when most critical decision-making takes place, such as the decisions on budget allocation. This is especially important in NDCs that financially depend on the onshore organization or the headquarters. We note that this brings out an interesting observation: the inputs into QRs definitions (i.e. something that happens at the onshore organization) are getting better only when he outputs are starting getting worse (i.e. when the system being developed at the near-shore organization exhibits suboptimal values on key QRs). This looks like a dilemma for project managers because they may want to organize for a more effectively executed communication processes. Addressing this dilemma seems to be of paramount importance to finding out how to resolve the problem of disinance in understanding of QR between NDC’s SAs and onshore staff, and in turn the problem of poor estimation in the early project stages of the resources to be allocated to the implementation of QRs.

Our findings have the following implications: To onshore SAs/RE-staff, it suggests that there might be several risks related to QRs. These seem to be typical for the near-shore settings, as we did not observe them in our previous interview study [10] in large-scale contract-based projects in Western Europe. Such risk factors we found are: (1) The lack of possibilities for joint QRs prioritization and negotiation, between RE-staff and SAs. Due to the financial dependency of the near-shore partner, they are not supposed to discuss QRs and do not dare to do so. Like this, their perspective and experience is not taken into account during decision-making about QRs which can lead to suboptimal RE decisions. (2) The lack of domain knowledge on the side of the
near-shore SAs, terminology gap and the lack of contact to customers can lead to inappropriate design decisions. (3) The NDCs' SAs do their best to fulfil the QRs which have been defined without them, and to document them in a consistent form appropriate for them. However, the collaboration could be improved by integrating SAs better in the decision-making processes in requirements elicitation/prioritization/negotiation.

To RE researchers, our study suggests that to understand how variations in context result in variations in the ways in which SAs approach QRs, it seems worthwhile considering possibly borrowing theories from other disciplines (e.g. behaviour science) that help explain how context influences professional behaviour. E.g. how an existing business model for near-shore development shapes the behaviour of RE staff and SAs is an interesting question demanding future research.

In our immediate future, we plan to use our results in follow-up studies, in other countries known for concentrations of NDCs, e.g. Turkey. Comparing our results with findings in zones outside Europe would benefit both onshore and near-shore businesses in companies on the extent to which handling QRs might depend on country-specific types of business models. Also, it would be interesting to understand how our results would compare to findings from companies involved in offshore insourcing.
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